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Background 

On May 7, 2013, the Belle Fourche Prescribed Fire was initiated at Devils Tower National 

Monument. A UTV tipped over during the first day of the prescribed fire. The control lines had 

been prepped the week before, by the same fire crew who eventually tipped the UTV over. Line 

prep included snagging, brushing out, and mowing grass with a UTV pulled mower. The 

accident site had been mowed over during line preparation. The burn plan required four UTV’s 

with water and four UTV operators to be onsite for holding actions. The burn plan also 

identified the portions of the control line that were UTV accessible. 

The UTV that tipped over was a 2011 Polaris Ranger 800efi, four-wheel drive, automatic 

transmission, two axles, designed to carry two passengers, with ROPS (Roll-Over Protection 

Structure), outfitted with a 60 gallon low profile un-baffled tank which was half full, and a 

Briggs and Stratton pump mounted on top of the tank. At the time of the accident the UTV was 

also carrying three drip torches, two 5 gallon safety cans, several hand tools and a chain saw. In 

addition, it had a spare tire mounted in a high location using a tire mount available from the 

manufacturer (not shown in photo). It is estimated that the rear box had about 450 pounds of 

payload, with a maximum allowable of 1,000 pounds. The manufacture recommends not 

traveling on slopes greater than 15 degrees; the slope as pictured was estimated to be between 

11.5 and 17 degrees. This vehicle was not new to the operator or the fire crew in general. The 

assigned operator for this piece of equipment was not the individual who ended up laying it 

over. The assigned operator was ATV qualified, and had taken the eight-hour ATV Safety 

Institute (ASI) approved training course, and was ATV qualified on their red card. The crew 

member (CM1) involved in the tip over had not taken the ASI training. Currently the National 

Park Service has no training requirement for UTV use. 

 

Incident 

At about 1200 hours on May 7, the UTV operator was working on a few spot fires, had driven 

up on a small knob and parked on a side slope. This location was on the control line and on an 

area that had previously been mowed with the UTV pulled mower. The operator had parked, 

gotten out and started spraying water on one of the spot fires, which had gotten in some heavy 

dead and down fuels, was burning hot, and growing. This led to an overall sense of urgency and 

excitement. 

CM1 was also assisting in controlling the spot fire.  CM1 thought that to more effectively reach 

the spot fire with the single length of ¾ inch hose, the UTV needed to be backed up. CM1 

quickly got in the UTV with his line gear still on and started to back up a short distance. As the 
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UTV started to back, it made a slight lurch (this lurch is common with many UTV’s) the on-site 

TFLD saw that CM1 was about to back over the hose and yelled “stop”. After only backing about 

2-5 feet the UTV’s rear driver’s side tire entered a small depression in the ground. The UTV 

stopped in the depression, and then due to the backward motion, the depression, the sudden 

start and stop,  the half empty water tank, and the heavier driver (on the downhill side) than 

the assigned operator, the UTV then started a slow motion tip over. CM1 was wearing his 

regular firefighting helmet and not the required motorcycle style helmet. CM1 initially put his 

foot out to stop the roll over; this had no effect so he then pulled his foot back in and decided 

to ride it out. The assigned UTV operator had just previously driven forward over the same 

depression and did not feel as if the UTV was about to tip over or at an unsafe angle. 

The UTV tipped on its side and rested there. CM1 got out uninjured. Although the UTV was not 

damaged its contents in the back were scattered on the ground. Onsite personnel moved these 

contents and staged them nearby, then continued to work the spot fire. After containing the 

spot fire an additional UTV winched the tipped over one, back upright. This UTV was not used 

for holding rest of the day and later it was driven off the unit. Both driver and UTV received no 

injuries or damage. 

 

Lessons Learned 

 UTV operations must adhere to manufacturer recommendations for the vehicle. 

 Un-baffled water tanks, even if low profile, can contribute to roll-over accidents when 

stopping abruptly. 

 Operators should minimize parking on steep uneven side slopes. 

 When a UTV is rolling over, it is important to not stick your foot outside of the UTV. 

Keeping feet within the vehicle keeps legs and feet safe. 

 There is an increased risk of tipping when these three ingredients are present; water 

tank is half full, side slope is present, terrain is uneven. 

 Alternating drivers with weight variances while working side slope, can increase risk. 

 Only qualified operators who have taken the ASI training should utilize UTV’s. 

 When used within its operating limitations the UTV is an extremely effective tool, and 

should remain available for use in fire operations. 
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Team Recommendations 

 Ensure that UTV operations adhere to “DETO Standard Operations Procedure for UTV 

Use” document; this includes the use of all required Personal Protective Equipment. 

 Reinforce training and build a culture of careful and thoughtful use even under high 

stress situations. 

 When backing up on side slopes, the operator should visually inspect the intended route 

for hazards that may cause the vehicle to exceed its limitations. 

 Additional hose should be outfitted on UTV’s and made known to all burn personnel in 

order to reduce the need to operate the UTV in rugged areas. This will allow parking 

UTV’s as you would an engine and running a simple hose lay to the area of need. 

 Assess the use of other water delivery systems or control methods to reduce the 

dependency on UTV’s in support of fire lines. Portable tanks and hose lay can be 

installed in steeper terrain areas to limit UTV traffic. 

 Consider lowering equipment locations (such as the spare tire) on the UTV to keep the 

center of gravity as low as possible. 

 Baffled UTV tanks seem to be unavailable for purchase, due to manufactures not making 

them. Explore other options of tank inserts or modifications that can reduce the amount 

of water movement during starting and stopping. 
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This is the UTV involved in the tip over; the upper spare tire rack has already been removed. The pictures on page 1 

are on the accident site but using a similar type UTV. 

 

FLA Team 

Andy Bundshuh Intermountain Regional Fuels Specialist and Wildland Fire UTV Coordinator, 

 National Park Service 

Scott Beacham Midwest Regional Fuels Specialist, National Park Service 

Terry Tompkins Mystic Ranger District, Fire Management Officer, Black Hills National Forest 

Fenn Wimberly Buffalo National River, Fire Management Officer, National Park Service 


